Abstract-A novel technique for image-velocity computation is described. Using one set of intersecting delay lines that are physically perpendicular to each other, the two perpendicular components of image velocity can be computed separately if the image area is known. To compute the image velocity without knowledge of the image area, two sets of intersecting delay lines are required. This technique is suitable for analog VLSI implementation.
I. INTRODUCTION
IGITAL image processing generally requires a large D amount of high-speed hardware, which, in many cases, is highly specialized [ 11. Image-velocity computation using conventional digital-signal processing (DSP) techniques is slow even if state-of-the-art high-speed digital hardware is used. Conventional DSP techniques require the digitization of two image frames. The digitized data of at least one frame must be stored in RAM before any processing can be performed. This requires the use of both a high-speed A/D converter and a RAM. Moreover, the difficulty of integrating an A/D converter with each pixel leads to sequential image digitization. This severely limits the parallel processing capability of the associated digital processor and, in most cases, leads to distortion of the moving image. Specialized digital hardware is used to implement algorithms that compute optical flow in the image. Such algorithms are highly computationally intensive [2] , [3]. Thus, it is very difficult and, in most cases, impossible to achieve real-time image-velocity computation.
Focal-plane image processing using analog VLSI systems has been shown to be a viable alternative [4]- [6] . Although the pixel densities of imagers with built-in focal-plane image-processing capabilities (smart imagers, for short) are not as high as those of conventional CCD imagers, the preprocessing functions performed can significantly reduce the amount of computation of the associated postprocessor. In some cases, the smart imager can operate in a stand-alone mode. This possibility leads to new applications of smart imagers where additional computing and memory resources are not available.
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[3]. These systems generate a velocity-space map of a moving image. However, the transistor count per pixel is greater than 60 and the pixel density is low. Moreover, voltage multipliers, which are difficult to implement in CMOS without a large input offset voltage, are required.
In this paper, a new image-velocity computation technique that is well-suited for incorporation into smart imagers using analog VLSI techniques is introduced. The detailed analysis described has served as the foundation for a successful silicon implementation using CMOS technology. The design and implementation of the imager are described in an accompanying paper 171.
DELAY-TIME-BASED IMAGE-VELOCITY COMPUTATION
A novel image-velocity computation technique is proposed here, based on multiple signals propagating on parallel delay lines. A delay line consists of a series of individual delay elements connected in series to slow the speed of propagation of a signal in the line. In order to control the speed of propagation of the signal in the delay line, the delay elements must all have precisely controlled delay. Ideally, all signals should leave one end and arrive at the other end of the delay lines simultaneously.
When a moving image is projected onto a set of intersecting delay lines as shown in Fig. 1 , some signals will cross the image boundary and enter the region inside the image boundary. The length of time that a signal stays inside the image boundary depends on the relative velocity of the signal with respect to the image. Consider the positive x-direction delay lines only. If the lengths of time during which all signals stay inside the image boundary are summed, the total time is (see Appendix A) where A I M is the area of the image, p is the distance between two pixels, V, is the signal velocity, and V , is the delay lines stay inside the image boundary is Thus, if T I , and T l y can be measured, the image velocity V I M can be computed.
Using (1) and (2) 111. IMAGE-AREA QUANTIZATION AND COMPUTATIONAL ERROR Our analysis so far has assumed that T,? is a continuous function of AI,. However, the resolution of the image is finite and the image area "seen" by the imager is a quantized value of the actual image area. The quantized image area is denoted by A,,!.
If only one set of intersecting delay lines is used, the computational error E,(%) due to image-area quantiza- tion is Equation (7) shows that for low values of V,, E,(V,) is large if A,, # A I M . Thus, to compute the velocity of an image that moves slowly, either an imager with a very high pixel density may be use, so that A I M , = A A I M , or the signal velocity V, must be set to a low value resulting in an increase in the period of computation. If two sets of intersecting delay lines are used, the quantized image area "seen" by the positive x-direction delay lines may not be equal to that "seen" by the negative x-direction delay lines. Let ATMq and A;,, denote the quantized image areas "seen" by the positive x-direction and the negative x-direction delay lines, respectively. The computation error E,(V,) for this case is
It follows that if A;,, = A;, , E,(V,) is zero even if V , is low. Comparing (7) and (85 leads to the following conclusions: if one set of intersecting delay lines is used, the computational error is a function of image-area quantization. However, if two sets of intersecting delay lines are used, the computational error is a function of only the mismatch of the image-area quantizations.
The quantized image area can be expressed as The image-area quantizattion error is a function of the orientation of the image. When the shape of the image is irregular and/or V, # 0, the quantized image area is very difficult to calculate without using numerical methods. However, it is possible to estimate the limits of the quantization error in the image area. Consider the case of an image with arbitrary shape shown in Fig. 3 . When the image is projected onto a vertical plane to form a line, the longest and the shortest line projections are denoted by I , and I,, respectively. The angles of the longest and the shortest lines with respect to the y axis are 8, and e , ,
respectively. Assuming that each delay line produces a worst-case image-area quantization error of p2 (the unit area), the quantization error in A,,, E9(AIM9) = (AIM -A,,,)/A,, lies within the limits As a special case, consider a rectangular image with dimensions 1 by w oriented in a direction such that its edges are parallel to the x and y axes, as shown in Fig. 4 . 
IV. MEASUREMENT OF TI USING

LICHT-INTENSITY-MODULATED DELAY LINES
There are several techniques available for the measurement of T,. Each implies a different pixel density and a different accuracy of measurement. The technique to be described here is based on a delay element whose delay (one of two possible values) is selected (or modulated) by the intensity of light falling onto the pixel. The delay element has a delay denoted by T~ inside the image boundary, and a delay T~ outside the image boundary (in the case under consideration, 71 * T~) .
If the image is traveling in the x direction at a velocity V,, the sum of the delays of all delay lines T2 can be expressed as (15) where A , is the total are of the imager and the subscript x appended to T, indicates the direction of the delay lines. Similarly,
If two sets of intersecting delay lines are used, V, and < can be expressed as and where the subscript N appended to T, indicates the negative (x or y ) direction of the delay lines.
The main disadvantage of using light-intensity-modulated delay lines to measure T , is the "bending" of the delay line at the iamge boundary due to different velocities of propagation inside and outside the image boundary. (The frame of reference is the image itself.) This situation resembles that of light crossing the boundary between air and glass. If the angles of incidence are not equal for all signals, as in the case of a square image moving on the imager shown in Fig. 5, the sum Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively. After error correction has been performed, the error in V,, is reduced from over 100% to less than 7%. The corrected value of V,,, denoted by expressed as
Note that (27) where T~, is the average delay of the delay elements in the delay line.
Using (29), the apparent area of the image can be expressed as where and r{e is the average delay of the delay elements on the jth delay line inside the image area A,M.
Close examination of (31) shows that the mismatch contribution in a delay line to the error in A;, , , is proportional to the product term d,(7{, -T~) .
If the processparameter variation is highly random, the longer the length of delay line under the image, the closer the value of r{e to its statistical mean T~. Therefore, an increase in d , is offset by a decrease in (7ie -7 , ) . However, if the process-parameter variation is systematic (which leads to the grouping of delay elements of a particular delay into well-defined regions), a delay line with a long d , might contribute significantly to the error in A;,,,. In short, to achieve high accuracy in velocity computation using the imager proposed here, the systematic process-parameter variation should be reduced as much as possible.
Using (301, the computed velocity can be expressed as VI. CONCLUSION A novel technique for image-velocity computation has been described, along with a detailed analysis of its limitations. In actual implementations using currently available technology, the largest source of computational error is expected to be delay-line mismatch. The analysis described in this paper has served as the basis for a silicon implementation of an imager with built-in image-velocity computation capability, as described in an accompanying paper.
APPENDIX A Consider the case of a moving elliptical image projected onto the x-direction delay lines shown in Fig. 11 . The area of the image is A I M .
The frame of reference is the image itself. A signal propagating on the jth delay line stays inside the image boundary for a time interval of t i . Let di be the length of the part of the jth delay line that is inside the image boundary, then 
